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can naive judges recognize improvement
in ESL compositions
by janet L kayfetz and laurie J blass

can students and teachers expect im-
provement

and b organization and development of
provement in ESL composition classes at ideas
different levels Is this improvement signif-
icanticant enough to be recognized by people the study was conducted twice with
who are not teachers of ESL can these four groups of students at four different

naive judges not only perceive the im-
provement

proficiency levels these levels which we
provement but also identify specific areas of have designated as A B C and D were
improvement finally do the areas identi-
fied

beginning to advanced the first time
correspond to the classroom focus samples of first and last day compositions

these are the questions that guided our were collected from twenty seven foreign
study students attending UC berkeleysBerkeleys eight

week ESL summer 1979workshop kay-
fetz

our questions are those that many ESL
blass and cato 1979 thecomposition teachers have asked most ESL sample

was divided into two groups group B acomposition teachers are very involved with
the day to day details of teaching such as beginning group of eleven and group C an

advanced of sixteen the firstgroup daylesson planning paper correcting writing
composition was a placement exam and theclassroom materials having individual con-

ferences last day composition was a final exam givenferen ces etc in addition when we evaluate
in the seventh week of class the subject forour students writing we tend to be very
both compositions was discuss some of theparticular about correctness allowing little

room for imperfection because of these important consequences of the current
oil shortage in both cases the studentsfactors and because we have so much con-

tact wrote for hour theone teaching pointswith the students on a regular basis we
in the classroom for bothoften lose sight of the overall progresss of groups during
the session were clarity and organization andtheir writing ability and even doubt whether
development of ideas as well as grammarornotor not they improve at all

we wondered if someone who did not the second time the study was con-
ductedhavetofavetohave to pay attention to all the classroom first and last day compositions

details did not see students regularly was were taken from two different groups
not an expert in grammatical correctness group A and group D group A was a
and in fact knew nothing about ESL would I1beginning group with a lower proficiency
be able to the overallrecognize improvement in english than group B it consisted of nine
in students that teachers often misswriting foreign students from the intensive englishwe felt that such unencumbereda person language center at the university of nev

would be able toby expert knowledge ada reno fall 1979 group D was ad-
vancedtell us a great deal about our students and at a higher level than group C

improvement it consisted of fifteen students most of
whom were immigrants attending UC berke

DESIGN leys advanced ESL composition course
the hypotheses advanced for this study fall 1979 this is a required course that

are 1 students improve in composition is offered during the regular school year As
classes 2 naive judges can recognize this with groups B and C groups A and D
improvement 3 naive judges can recognize were given a first day composition and a
from among three choices the types of im-
provement

last day composition seven weeks later
provement and 4 naive judges will identify the topics for these groups differed from
the types of improvement as being a clarity the one given to groups B and C the
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students in group A wrote for forty minutes ranged in age from twenty two to sixty and
describing an object for both the first had various occupations eg one was a
and last day compositions the subject for secretary one was an accountant one was a
group Ds first day composition was should housewife two were law students one was
the government have the power to limit the a systems analyst etc
size of families and for the last day each set of compositions was read by
composition the subject was should the three naive judges the judges were given
government reinstate the draft As with for each whicha questionnaire set on they
groups B and C the students in group D gave biographical information and indicated
wrote for one hour again the classroom their answers they were asked to deter-

minefocus for both groups was on clarity and which of the two compositions in each
organization and development of ideas as set was better they were also asked to in-

dicatewell as grammar which of the following factors in-
fluencedthe rest of the procedure was the same fluenced their decision a clarity b orga-
nizationfor both studies the first and last day nization and development of ideas and c

compositions of each student were stapled grammar before the judges began it was

together in sets sometimes the first day suggested that they read the compositions
as they would read a news article or a memoand sometimescomposition was on top
at work there was a space at the bottom ofthe last day composition was for our
each for additionalrecords the first day compositions were questionnaire comments
and the judges were encouraged to commentmarked with an tfTL on the back and the

last day compositions were marked with aitattatralt on each set

next naive judges were selected to read the judges responses regarding which
the sets of compositions by naive judge compositions were better and the factors
we mean someone who is not an english indicated as influencing their decisions
teacher ESL or otherwise our judges were then tallied

TABLE I11

samples and naive judge decisions

sample total no of comps total no of comps no of votes
in group judged to be better received

no 23 33
a2aa 9 199 100.01000 0 9

c2ca 16 13 81.3813 4 9

BI 11 7 63.6636 5 2

DI 15 9 60.0600600goo 7 2

d2da 15 6 40.0400 3 3

b2ba 11 4 36.4364 2 2

Ccl1 16 3 18.7187187 3 0

AIal 9 0 00.0000ooo 0 0

A beginning intensive ESL program university of nevada
B intermediate ESL workshop summer session UC berkeley
C low advanced ESL workshop summer session UC berkeley
D high advanced ESL subject A university requirement UC berkeley

I11 composition written first
2 composition written seven weeks later

represents degree of naive judge agreement
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RESULTS this is exactly what happened in all cases
but two B and B the total of thethe results were more revealing than we groups BI bab2

had anticipated we had expected to find percentages for a clarity and b organization
imimprovementprovement at all four proficiency levels and development was higher than that for
A B C and D we were interested to note grammargrammar indicating that the students showed
that this did not turn out to be the case greater improvement in those areas even in

table I11 summarizes the decisions made by groups B and D where overall improvement
the judges specifically according to the at the end of the course did not seem to
judges there was significant overall im-
provement

occur according to the judges the judges
provement in groups A and C while the chose the better compositions because of
judges could not detect significant im-
provement

their a clarity and b organization and de-
velopmentprovement in groups B and D for group A

nine out of nine last day compositions discussion
100 and for group C thirteen out of six-

teen the present study allowed us to look
last day compositions 81381.3813 were at the broad continuum of proficiency in

be better these results whatjudged to were ESL composition from a very beginning
for B four out ofwe expected group level group A to a advanced levelvery

eleven last 36.4364 and forday compositions 364 D we offer the following asgroup pos-
siblegroup D six out of fifteen last day composi-

tions explanations for the results obtained40 were judged to be better for eachthese results were unexpected but they group

caused us to take a closer look at possible group A very beginning level
explanations because this group was at the very basic

proficiency level in second language writing
table 2 summarizes the types of im-

provement
ability the writing ability had nowhere else

provement indicated by the judges we to go but up this explains the unanimous
expected that the judges would identify the agreement of the judges in selecting nine
types of improvement as being a clarity out of nine last day compositions as being
and b organization and development of better the judges further agreed that all
ideas since they were the teaching points three skill areas a clarity b organization

TABLEtablet 2
summary of factors influencing naive judge decisions

total no of comps total no of clarity organization grammar
judged to be better factor judge & development

sample out of group total merits no no no

a2aa 99 33 11 33.3333333 13 36.4364364 10 30.3303303

c2ca 1316 56 8 14.3143143 22 39.3393393 26 46.4464464

bl 711 14 1 7.17171 5 35.7357 8 57.1571
DIdl 915 30 5 16.7167 12 40.0400 13 43.3433
d2da 615 24 5 20.8208 9 37.5375 10 41.7417
b2ba 411 8 1 12.5125 2 25.0250 5 62.5625625

cl 316 11 3 27.3273273 3 27.3273273 5 45.5455
AIal 09 0 0 0 0

A beginning intensive ESL program university of nevada
B intermediate ESL workshop summer session UC berkeley
C low advanced ESL workshop summer session UC berkeley
D high advanced ESL subject A university requirement UC berkeley

1 composition written first
2 composition written seven weeks later
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and development of ideas and c grammar teachers feel when working with students
showed almost equal improvement and thus at the intermediate level while it often
made the last day compositions the better appears that students writing reaches a
ones the fact that the judges observed such plateau the evidence here is that it actually

uniform improvement at this level seems seems to degenerate for a period of time
to correspond to the observation that many
ESL teachers enjoy teaching a very basic at this point in the discussion it seems
level class the same reasons apply teachers useful to advance an additional explanation
like to see the obvious improvement in for the results observed thus far the
students abilities which in this case is very acquisitionlearningacquisitionleamingacquisition learningleaming concepts of monitor
apparent after just seven weeks of instruc-
tion

theory krashen 1977 seem to be quite
useful in describing what happens as stu-
dents progress from the beginning level in

group B intermediate level
group Bs level of ability was higher laurie J blass is an associate in

than that of group A while the results for second theenglish as a language at
group A are quite clear they are less so for university of california berkeley and
group B the judges chose only four out of an instructor of ESL at UC extension
eleven of the last day compositions 36436.4364 she received a masters degree in
as those showing the most improvement linguistics with a concentration in
we suggest that a seven week period of in-
struction

teaching english from the university
st at this intermediate level has built of pittsburgh her interests include
into it the obvious limitation of time and the classroom applications of current
the less obvious one of scope it seems issues in applied linguistics research
that for students at this level exposure
to the range of possibilities in english
writing may serve to inhibit their perfor-
mance

second language writing ability to the inter-
mediateby confusing them furthermore level beginners are dealing with the

this confusion may be compounded by an second language in terms of understanding
increased awareness of the range of possible and communicating a message because

their knowledge is so limited they can give
little attention to details of grammaticaljanet L kayfetz is a senior scholar
correctness and organizational form theyat the graduate school english lan-

guage the second itselfare acquiring languagecenter beijing the people s while at the same time working with therepublic of china a joint ESP pro-
gram problems of expressing this new languageof the university of califor-
nia inic writing a task which some say is equiv-

alentlos angeles and the chinese to acquiring a completely differentacademy of sciences where she co-
ordinates system keenan 1977 krashen 1978the speaking and writing
curricula she holds a doctorate in As students acquire enough to gain aforeign language education with a foundation in the new language and under-

stand
concentration in adult second lan-
guage enough of it to communicate effective-

ly
acquisition from florida state

university they can then turn to some of the details
of correctness and form that is to say that
they can learn rules that can be applied to

errors they may make so whereas many their writing such as grammar rules rules of
students felt relatively self confident when paragraph development rules of rhetoric
they wrote their first day compositions etc an overemphasisover emphasis on the importance
these same students felt less confident when of correctness and rule application howehowevernermer
asked to write on the same topic for their often inhibit studentscan ability to com-

municate
om

last day compositions especially as this was municate since it is difficult to concentrate
also part of their final exam on both the clarity of the message andwidhidbid its

the observations made here lend support correctness at the same time burt and
to the feeling of frustration that many ESL dulay 1978 in fact it has been observed
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that some students over monitor that is they watch their students writing improve
they think so much about correctness that this study has shown that even a seven
their language is stilted krashen and pon week period of time is long enough for
1975 and can even be less accurate than it such improvement to occur
is when there is less focus on correctness
and more on natural communication of the group D high advanced level
message kayfetz fuller 1978 the inter-
mediate

group Ds proficiency level was in the
level group B in this study upper half of the advanced level in writing

seems to be at the point where they are ability since most of the students in this
beginning to learn some of the rules of form group were immigrants attending an amer-

icanbut are not yet able to apply these rules university their acquaintance with the
so that their ability level is boosted As language and culture could be said to be in
was mentioned above they were probably many ways more intimate than the other
more confused than helped which explains groups
their apparent regression in ability such a

the judges seemed to that theregroup would benefit from more acquisition agree

ie communication without an extreme was no clear indication of overall improve-
mentemphasisemphaamphasis on correctness after seven weeks of instruction they
chose nine out of fifteen first day com-
positionsgroup C low advanced level 60 as being better

A reasonable explanation for the resultsthis groups proficiency level was in the
lower half of what we would call the ad-
vanced

for group D is as follows students at this
level in writing ability these stu-

dents
advanced level of writing ability have a very

had a good command of grammar good command of the language and have

and a fairly wide range of vocabulary these mastered many of the rules of good writing
also changes in ability at such advanced levelscompositions were longer than those of

groups A and B are usually subtle and very often occur from
actually writing more without classroom

the judges were impressed with the instruction it seems to us that in order for
improvement of these students they chose significant improvement to occur in a seven
thirteen out of sixteen of the last day week period students would have to make
compositions 81381.3813 as being better they a conscious commitment to their own
further indicated that in 53.6536 of the cases progress that is they would have to be
these choices were due to either a clarity sufficiently motivated to want to write
of the main idea or b organization and rewrite edit self correct seek help etc to
development boost their already advanced writing ability

in terms of the explanation advanced many of our colleagues who teach this
thus far group C seems to occupy an level of ESL composition experience a
exciting place in the continuum of second frustration and fatigue that is almost un-

avoidablelanguage writing proficiency this seems to unless their students are highly
be the point at which the students are begin-
ning

motivated and self directed however
to digest the knowledge that helps to while classroom teaching may be frustrating

improve writing skill that is to say that one on one tutoring often seems quite
these students have acquired enough of the successful in boosting students writing
second language to feel a sense of security ability at this level
in their ability to communicate so that some
attention can be given to the rules etc
they have learned this application of some
of the rules of correctness paragraph devel-
opment rhetoric etc boosts the ability references
level of the writing

burt marina K and heidi C dulay 1978
ESL teachers working with students at some guidelines for the assessment of

this level predictably enjoy themselves oral language proficiency and dominance
they can see the fruits of their labors as TESOL quarterly 12 17792177 92
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